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Welcome, Commissioner Letha Tawney, BOSR Chair

BOSR Funding, Commissioner Letha Tawney, BOSR Chair

- Review of Draft Term Sheet with State Regulated Market Participants (SRMPs)
- Review Funding Allocation Options

Next Steps and Announcements
BOSR Funding

- The GRC supports an appropriate mechanism through which the BOSR could obtain the funding necessary for enhanced participation.

- General recognition of the benefit of BOSR funding (no opposition)

- An appropriate funding source would be the state commission jurisdictional utilities that participate in EIM or EDAM.

- Primary options for collection mechanism:
  - A component of the grid management charge (GMC) charged to specific entities
  - An agreement outside of the CAISO tariff directly with IOUs
Out of Market Agreement

• The State Regulated Market Participants (SRMPs) support the out of market agreement option

• Discussed during September monthly meeting

• Follow up from September meeting
  • Develop a Draft Term Sheet
  • Explore Funding Allocation Options
Out of Market Agreement

Discussion of Draft Term Sheet and Funding Allocation Options
Next Steps

• Revise Draft Term Sheet to reflect today’s discussion
• BOSR Leaders will continue negotiations with SRMPs
• Update BOSR via email
• GRC’s Revised Proposal is expected to be released in December 2020
Upcoming BOSR Meetings

Fall 2020 EIM-BOSR Meeting
October 26, 2020, 9:30 AM MT / 8:30 AM PT
Discussion with Elliot Mainzer, CEO and President, CAISO
Price Formation in the Western Energy Imbalance Market
Convergence Bidding in CAISO Markets

BOSR Monthly Update Teleconference
Second Friday of Every Month at 10:00 AM MT / 9:00 AM PT
Next Meeting: November 13, 2020 at 10:00 AM MT / 9:00 AM PT
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